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Pagel2
The women's soccer team will
play Southeastern Missouri
State University in the OVC
tournament
Tuesday
at
Cutchin Field.

Page7
Brach's candy company
has produced 2 billion kernels of candy corn for Halloween. The College Life
section features candy
corn and other favorite
Halloween candies.
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vs.
Supporters defend candidates, political issues
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
mcasey@thenew~.org

Kappa Alpha Psi's presidential debate drew members of the community and
students who were there to
support and learn more
about each political party
Monday night.
When Russ Randall, the
Republican representative,
was unable to attend,

Monty Breneman, senior
from Paducah, offered to
represent the Republican
perspective and debate
Democratic representative
David Ramey. •
"I'll do my best to represent the Republican Party,"
Breneman said. "I probably
won't have all the answers,
but I'll try to do the best I
can."
Breneman said he offered
to debate because he want-

ed the chance to defend his
political beliefs.
"I planned to go see
'Fahrenhype 9-ll,' but 1 can't
stay away from a good
political debate," he said.
"Among my friends I
always feel like I'm in the
minority, which is really
strange since where I'm
from I'm the majority."
Breneman said he was
happy to represent the
Republican Party.

"I answered the questions
to the best of my ability," he
said. "I knew there were
some things I wasn't going
to be able to answer.... I just
wanted to get up here and
do the best job I could representing my beliefs and my
party."
The
representatives
answered questions from a
moderator on issues such as
healthcare, Social Security,
education and the Iraqi war.

Following that portion of Buchanan said.
the debate, representatives
Buchanan said she is
answered questions from angered
by President
audience members.
Bush's management of the
The debate was met with war in Iraq.
mixed reviews from those
"I just think (John Kerry)
who attended, but the feed- would handle the war betback was largely positive.
ter," she said. 'Tm mad
Fannilee Buchanan, resi- because of all the lives that
dent of Murray, said she have been lost in Iraq."
came came to the debate to
Buchanan left the debate
support her party.
early.
"I'm a supporter of John
Kerry and I'm a Democrat,"
see STUDENTS/ 3

Students protest death toll, war
Carrie Pond

R

Staff Writer
cpond@thenews.org

A group of students, led
by the Students for Social
Justice, gathered in front
of Faculty Hall Tuesday
for a march through campus to protest the death
toll in Iraq.
The students wore
black clothes with antiwar facts and quotes
painted on their shirts.
They held signs which
read messages such as:
"War begets more war:
End this conflict and
bring our troops home."
Aaron Butler. freshman
from Owensboro, held a
sign with his own personal quote: "Death will
molest the masses if the
people stay silent."
· The students were
spotted at various campus locations, such as
Chestnut Street. Their
chants of "15,000 won't
come back, end the war in
Iraq" filled the night sky.
"This is a national
protest that's going on
today in colleges and high
schools
around
the
nation," said Jessica
Jones, senior from Murray. "We are protesting
the amount of young people that are dying. A lot of

Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
cpond@thenews.org

Students walk through campus Monday to honor people who have died in the war in Iraq.
people participating in
this protest are asking the
question 'Will I be next?"'
She said the protest was
a funeral march honoring
the American and Iraqi
loss of life in the war.

"Eleven hundred U.S'.
soldiers have died so far,"
Jones said. "Fourteen
thousand Iraqis have
died. Let me stress that's
a conservative number.
That is a huge amount of

people to lose for a war
that has no justifiable reason."
She said an organization called Students for a
Legitimate Govt.!rnment
contacted them with

information about the
nationwide march.
"We couldn't find much
information
(about
them), but they're the

see GROUP /3

Out-of-state students vote with absentee ballots
Melissa Kllcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@th~nt>ws.org

Danielle
Nethery,
freshman
from
La
Grange, voted for the fJ.rst
time this election but did
so by mail instead of making a trip to the polls.
Nethery said the absentee voting process is relatively simple.
"It's going to be worth
it in the end because the
person we elect, is going
to make a lot of decisions,
and in the end it's not that
much time to request it,"
she said.
Nethery is among many
across
the
country
requesting absentee ballots for various reasons.
Ray Coursey, Calloway
County clerk, said his
office received more than
400 requests for absentee
ballots, which is at least

Ideas clash
on campus
as groups host
'partisan' films

double that of past years.
Coursey said another
400 people have come to
the county clerk's office
and voted early on an
absentee voting machine.
This can be utilized until
Monday.
"I've sent (absentee ballots) to Mghanistan, Iraq,
Korea, Japan," he said.
"We've got citizens of
this county that arc all
over the world that are
interested in voting, and
we're trying to get them
out of here."
Coursey said his office
receives many calls the
week before elections
from people asking if they
are registered and where
to vote.
"We have a lot of people who haven't voted in
a while, and they're really
interested in voting this
year," he said. "Several
students from Murray

_..p' -

..

State arc registered in
Calloway County."
Along with an increase
in general requests for
absentee ballots, Nethery
said he noticed an
increase in student participation although exact
totals arc not kept of students.
"It fell both ways," he
said. "Some are Democrats, some are Republicans and there were some
Independents.''
For full coverage and
information on where to
vote.
visit
www.
thenews.org.
Rkky Ago~tlniThe New)

Missy Crawford, nonstudent from Murray,
signs in before entering
the absentee voting
machine at the County
Clerk's Office at the
Calloway County Courthouse.

Guier Millikan, junior from
Eddyville and president of CoJlege
Democrats, said the organization cosponsored showing "Fahrenheit 9/11''
with the Murray Independent Filmmakers Association and Cinema
International to inform students.
"Our organization believes it is
really important to understand how
misleading the Bush administration
has been and how they are not interested in doing what is right for our
country," she said.
Millikan said · those who criticize
the film for being biased are having a
hard time accepting the facts.
"I don't want people to take the
film necessarily word for word," she
said. "But when you look at all the
ties, connections and facts, it's hard
to dispute (the truth of the movie).
"It's important that people know
Michael Moore is not a Democrat or
a Republican," she said. "A lot of people say (the movie) is slanted toward
a Democratic view, but he has just
gathered facts on why George Bush is
such a bad president."
The group was planning to show
the film for free, but did not have
enough money to pay for the fllm
without charging, Millikan said.
Millikan said regardless of how
students vote, they need to make an
informed decision.
"I hope people will go and see the
movie and realize how important this
decision is," she said. "And 1 hope
they realize how misled the country
was and continues to be, and how
vital the decision on Nov. 2 is to our
country. One way or another it will
change our country forever."
Rob Whitfield, vice president of
College Republicans, said they decided to show "Fahrenhype 9/11" when
they found out "Fahrenheit 9/11" was
showing.
'"Fahrenhype 9/11' is documentary
that outlines the same story as
'Fahrenheit 9/11', but from a different
perspective," he said. "Where
'Fahrenheit 9/11' is very critical of the
Bush administration, 'Fahrenhype
9/ll' offers a perspective whereby the
Bush administration and the American public are viewed in a more positive, optimistic. light.
"Michael Moore chooses facts and
twists them in a way that suits his
perspective," Whitfield said. "He
(portrays) Americans and the Bush

see DOCUMENTARIES I 3
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Thursday, Oct. 21
3:47 p.m. An individual from
Franklin College asked to speak
to an officer regarding a parking
citation. The citation had bec.'n
placed on the \\'Tong vehicle.
8:20 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported
receiving threatening calls on
her cell phone.
9:23 p .m. A caller from Regents
College reported a resident
dropped a cell phone dmvn the
elevator shaft.

Friday, Oct. 22
2:33 a.m. Demmetric Rose,
non-student from Murray, was
arrested for driving under the
influence and having no driver's
license.
11:30 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall reported
possible vandalism to a window.
The windows have bc.•cn
cleaned by the employees.
Caller requested extra patrol on
tht' midnight shift.

Janna Tanner/The News
Courtney Hicks, sophom ore from Ow ensboro, and Carl Najdek, senior
from Murray, enjoy a leaf fight in the Quad n ear WUson HaD.

Groups schedule debate
on proposed amendment
Kentucky's Maqiage Amendment
Debate will be at 3 p.m. Saturday in the
Cur ris Center Theater. Refreshments
will be served afterward.
For more information call April
Rooker at 293-0905 or e-mail amendmen tdebate@yahoo.com.

Event offers opportunity
to inquire about media
"Regional Minorities in the Media:
Can You Hear Us Now?" a panel discussion will be from 5 to 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center.
The event will provide an opportunity for students, facu lty, staff and the
Murray community to ask questions
about the regional media. The discussion is free and open to the public. A

reception will follow.
For more information call William
Amos at 762-6289 or 762-9047.

Center needs volunteers
to tutor, carry groceries
The Campus Connection Volunteer
Center, a division of American
Humanics, needs students, staff and
faculty to volunteer at the Senior C itizens Center. Big Brothers/Big Sisters as tutors at Murray Eh:mentury
School and Need Line to carry out
groceries for senior citizens.
For more information contact the
American Humanics Office at 7623808 or 762-6117 or come in person to
Room 105 of Carr Health.

Saturday, Oct. 23
5:02 a.m. A caller from Clark
College reported a broken
showerhead in his room, which
flooded the room below. Central Plant was advised.
1:29 p .m. A caller from Richmond College advised a car
parked outside Richmond was
possibly in danger of flooding.
Contact was made with the
owner. The vehicle was damaged, and a report was taken.
2:23p.m. A caller from Regents
College advised her car had
been vandalized. An officer

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor. If
you would like to submit information
for Campus Brit'l1y, phone 762-4480.

advised windshield paint had
been used and the cor was not
d:~magl'd.
An
information
report was taken.

Sunday, Oct 24
3:52 a.m. A motorcycle with no
visible plates and ntl operator's
license on tilt- was stopped on
Hyan Avenue for no tail lights.
An oftil.'cr waited for a Cal·
loway County unit to serve a
warrant un subject. The operator of the motorcycle was
arrcStl!d by Calloway County
Sheriffs Office for active warrants.
12:54 p .m. Tile panic button
was activated in Winslow Dining Hall. Caller advised that a
student had pa~scd out in the
lobby. Emer~ency Medical Services were notified. The student
was not transported.
7:31 p.m. An ofticer was checking on a female subject in the
Curris Ccntc.~r who said a male
subject was following her. The
male subject said he was on ly
trying to talk to the female.

Monday, Oct. 25
2:26 a.m. A caller from
Springer CoiiL-gc cmnplained of
four males walking around with
improper clothing. Officl!r
advised that the individuals
were doing nothing wrong and
were fully clothed.
9:15p.m. A caller reported two
male subjects ran across the
footbridge and threw something
that hit his vehicle. The subjects
wen• gone upon officer arrival.
U:58 p.m. t\ caller from Rich-

mond College reported the
smell of burnt plastic. 'Jbc fire
department was notified. No
smoke or fire was fou nd. An
officer advised the dryer vent
was the cause of the odor.

Thesday, Oct. 26
12:58 a.m. A student from College Courts reported males
throwing rocks toward the
apartment building. An information report was taken by the
ofticer.
ll:48 a.m. Hollis Malone, freshman from Sikeston, Mo., was
summoned for criminal m ischief to the third degree and
wanton endangerment to the
second degree.

Wednesday, Oct. 27
12:47 a.m. A caller reported
individuals in front of Hester
College with a Halloween mask.
An officer advised subjects not
to scare individuals coming in
and out of the build ing.
1:49 p.m. T ionda Mull ins.
senior from Murray, was arrested for theft by deception.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests- 3

Police Beat is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor,
with materials provided by Public Safety. A ll dispatcht.•d c:1lls
.1rc not listed. For a complett•
listing, vi.r;ic www.thenews.org.

Welcome Back MSU
I

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA. NEXT TO LOS PORTALES- MURRAY)

[lJ Murray State employee

753-5507
' Monday•- 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday - Ladies' Night $1.50 Margaritas
Wednesday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - $.50 Oysters on the Half Shell

(publltadon~ :;ystems manager,
nepl. or Journalism l!< Ma.-.s
ConununlcaUun'>)

FZf Staff Congress

• Take a look at our large

member l!< fanner

Selection of Destg,ner Frames
and Sunglasses:

0

Friday & Saturday - Prime Rib

G
UCCJ M~ ~= Hllflve•
k:ll<" "Padc Bl RBiiRRY 11~

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

• Comprehensive Exams for

Glasses & Con tact Lenses

Tuesday. Friday & Saturday

pr~iclenl

Active in church

fZ( I believe MSU work-study
students should not have
to purchase a city sticker.

rzr more in fo online
www.orvllle.org

HOURS
Monday - Saturday: 4 p.m. - Midnight

........

I

• Treatment of Eye Infections

Sunday: I I a.m. - 3 p.m.
•Walk-Ins Welcome

Phone: 753-7720
Location: I90 I N. I2th St.
(NEXT TO SKATING RINK)

www.thenews.org
'

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments

G:r
EQUAL HOUSIIIG
OPPORTUNITY

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray.Ky 4207 1
502-7 53-8556 •
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One and two bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon

1 p.m.-5 p .m.

• Emmy-nominated Sonswrlter and ~III'H~....
• lotetMtlonal Recording
• Appearances on NBC. CBS. CNN
• Starring role In "Elvis -An American Mustcar·

GRAND OPENING!

Murray State
UniverSity
Wind Ensemble

Saturday, Oct. ~o

•

9:~~-· • • • •

llJ

We Have Something lor Fans ol AU Aaea!!
Door Prizes and Refreshments
402 Main St. · Murray, KY • 27G-79-72U

....=::r--r.........

Dennis ~ johnso~ COnductor
Invited to perfot:J1'\ In
Carnegie Hall fn Spri'l« 2005

Ticket Prices:
General Admission: $1 S • MSU Students with tO/Children Under 12: $1 0
Special rates available for groups of 15 or more
Advance ttckets ava1lable at MSU Music Office
504 Price Doyle Fine Arts • 270-762-4288
or Murray-Calloway Co. Chamber of Commerce • 270-753-5171

All proceeds be nefit the MSU Wind Ensemble's appearance

in Ne w Yo rk City's Carne gie Hall, March 2005
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Group strives to honor lost lives
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has too many inconsistencies.
"Since the reason for the war
has been changed from 'imminent destruction' to 'we need
to save the people there,' there
seems to be an inconsistency,"
he said.
Koehler said there is more A1
Qaeda activity in Sudan than in
Iraq, but there is a higher supply of oil in Iraq.
"I believe that Bush should
make a new, honorable stand in
his war record and apologize
for his mistakes," he said. "He
should also apologize for
choosing Iraq as the latest
place to perpetuate freedom."
James Whitaker, sophomore
from Gilbertsville. said he felt
it was necessary for him to
protest the war out of loyalty
to friends who were j.n Iraq.
"My major reason is I know a

From Page I
ones organizing this/' Jones
said.
She said the protesters' goal
was to honor the loss of life in
Iraq, the "fallen heroes."
Jessica Donaldson. freshman
from Louisville, agreed the war
in Iraq is unnecessary.
"I think it's evident there is
no proof to back the war," she
said. "It's war on people just
for the sake of war. (The war
is) killing masses and we have
nothing to show for it. We are
losing mothers, daughters, sons
and fathers."
Timothy Koehler, junior
from Benton, thinks the war
Andrea Chapman/The News

Students participate in the
anti-war protest Tuesday.

lot of people who went off to
war, and I felt it would be an
act of betrayal not to participate in (anti-war) activism," he
said.
Whitaker said he hopes the
protest sparks an interest in
politics for others.
He loosely quoted Ralph
Nader and said: "You can't
have a democracy without
active citizenship."
Whitaker said he knows religion is very important to many
people in the community.
"I'd like to challenge people
to realize that deception and
murder are still sins," he said.
"Just because we're American
doesn't make it less of a sin."
For more photographs of the

Students for Social Justice's
anti-war
protest,
visit
www.thenews.org.

Documentaries cause students to question filmmakers' work
From Page l

encouraged the audience
to view what they saw
administration as war- critically and to view
mongering, cold-hearted Moore's movie for an
idiots who pick and alternate perspective," he
attack countries with no said. "It is up to the indigood reason, but I would vidual to form his or her
like to contest that Amer· own personal beliefs. but
ica is a good country, and it is important to have
that i~ going into recent both sides of the story."
wars America has acted
Bert Siebold, professor
in its own best interests." of industrial and engiWhitfield
said
he neering technology, said
encouraged students to he . is registered as an
view both of the films. Independent. but supand then form an opinion. ported showing "Fahrcn"In our showing of hype 9/U" because people
'Fahrenhype 9/11', we should be informed.

"Along with the freedoms - of speech, of voting - comes responsibility
to be informed, to check
sources for accuracy and
truth and to vote responsibly,'' he said.
Siebold said when people watch either of the
films, they should not
accept them as pure truth.
Scott Morgan, senior
from Louisville, said
there is a definite need
for a movie that is fair
and baJanced, and neither
fllm accomplishes that.
"Where ('Fahrenhype

9/11') fails is that it doesn't realize that those who
are against Bush aren't for
terrorism, and that a lot
of people draw a bold line
between war on terror
and the war in Iraq," he
said. '"Fahrenheit (9/11)'
is biased as well, and subject to certain flaws."
Scott Holbrook, sophomore from Murray, said
he could not stand
"Fahrenheit 9/11."
"It was just an hour and
a half long commercial,
not a documentary," he
said. "My mind was

already made up before
and after I saw it."
Holbrook said he liked
"Fahrenhype 9/11" better,
not necessarily because it
addressed the viewpoints
he agreed with, but
because it was more factual and less emotionally
charged.
"'Fahrenhype
(9/11)'
had less superfluous emotions in it,'' he said. "Don't
take either as God-given
truth."
For full coverage of the

event, visit www.thcnew.org.

Students
•

•

VOICe VIeWS

on election
From Pagel
"It's not the fault of either one of
(the representatives), but it didn't
turn out like they wanted it to, I'm
sure," she-said.
Others thought the debate was a
success, despite the change.
"I think it was very insightful, and
it helped me make my decision," said
Chrissy Johnson, senior from Henderson.
Johnson said she plans to vote for
Kerry because of his stance on
domestic issues.
"I think domestic issues are more
important," she said. "I feel like our
country is more important than
what's going on other places."
For Treone Lewis, sophomore of
Jackson, Tenn., his decision is a matter of faith.
"I look at the spirituality of each
candidate," Lewis said. "I also look at
how they'll handle business, but
there's things I agree with as a Christian that I (use) to measure them up."
Lewis said he will probably vote
for Bush.
"I believe I have (decided who to
vote for)," he said. "I'm not 100 percent sure, but right now I'm thinking
George Bush, based on his beliefs."
Lewis said he believes the debate
was a positive thing for the students.
"It was actually pretty nice," he
said. "For students to get to step up
and (ask questions) and do that, it
was really nice."
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: F.lizaberh C:twein
Phone: 762.4•iOR

Endorsement process outdated
Media battle bias, yet continue to endorse
OUR VIEW:

How do you choose
who you will vote
for in elections?
"I look at their
beliefs and what
they plan to do
for our future."

Issue:
EvEN AS
NEWSPAPERS
AND MEDIA
OUTLETS BATTLE THE IMAGE
OF A BIASED
MEDIA DAILY,
NEWSPAPERS

Whitnye Baugh
freshman,

f~H{;hmont

CONTINUE TO
ENDORSE
POLITICAL
CANDIDATES,
MOST NOTABLY

"Party
affiliation.
game pJan,
VIews on
education,
moral stands."

CANDIDATES
FOR THE
PRESIDENCY.

Valerie Lewis
junior, Troy, IU.

Position:
NEWSPAPERS
SHOULD CEASE

THE OUTDATED

"The media and
how they
interpret the
candidates'
beliefs, polls and
their debating
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SHOULD BE AN
UNBIASED,
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"Being AfricanAmerican. I look
to see what they
are going to do
for the AfricanAmerican
community."
Monlque Davis
Junior, Killeen, Texas
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University comrnunlty;s source lor Information.
Our goal Is to present that information In a
lair and unbiased manner and also prov1de a
free and open forum for expression and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from can·
sorshlp and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication
of Murray State UniverSity. The first copy of
"The Murray State News" 1s free. Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall .
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The staffeditorial is the majority opinion ofthe editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
Every four y~ars in the weeks
preceding Election Day, newspapers begin the endorsement
process, and one by one release
the name of the candidate they
think is most suited for the
position.
Endorsements seem to predate modern journalism. Colonial publications printed mostly
news about government, foreign affairs, weather and disas~
ters. After escaping the watchful eye of the British government and before the widespread use of the telegraph and
othet communication ihnovations beginning in the 1840s,
newspapers were the main
communication tool for the
American people. Endorsements were likely born of
necessity, as voters had little
other means of learning about
candidates.
Today, however, endorsement
is a flaw in the media. The idea
of a newspaper, whose goal is to
deliver factual information to
readers in a unbiased manner,
choosing a candida.te and
attempting to sell that candidate is troublesome.
The problems with this sys-

tern are many. · First of all, as
newspapers continually receive
criticism for being biased in
one direction or another and
attempt to escape this image,
endorsement seems an obvious
show of bias. Not only does it
confirm to the concerned reader that the paper does indeed
have a bias, it also hurts the
credibility of further reporting
on the election. If a newspaper
prints its endorsement of a
Democratic candidate, the readers may have trouble trusting
the· nonpartisan nature of stories printed in the future on
both candidates.
Furthermore, the average
reader is not as adept at navigating through a newspaper as a
journalist with experience in
the field. Readers view the
newspaper as an entity that
reports news, and do not always
see or remember the division
between the news and opinion
sections
while
browsing
through the periodical.
The final, most important
question we must ask ourselves
is, is this process necessary anymore? Historically, endorsement may have been a necessity
because of the inaccessibility of
candidates to the readers. In an
age of campaign Web sites, 24hour news coverage on TV and
constant access to the candi-

will end up paying more taxes if
his proposal passes. Economic
recovery is underway, but higher
To the Editor:
taxes and hare-brained schemes
Republican candidates are would kill a promising future.
strong this year, I hope they are
We also need to elect two
elected on Tuesday.
excellent local candidates to the
President Bush isn't perfect state legislature. Melvin Henley
and he's made mistakes. But and Ken Winters had fine acadeBush has ability, he's grown mic careers at Murray State, and
enormously and he deserves re- are experts at economic developelection. We are at war, and I ment. Winters served Campthink it's clear Bush understands bellsville University as its presiit much better than Sen. Kerry. dent, and when a local factory
Kerry is a weak, inconsistent closed, he helped create new
leader. He talks tough on the jobs for the displaced workers.
campaign trail, but those who Henley has A plus service on the
know him see him as a liberal Economic Development Comwith a weak record of leadership mission. We need Henley and
in the Senate.
Winters serving our interests in
I also find Kerry to be inatten- Frankfort.
tive to his duties. Although he is
I have been anuoyed at Sen.
a member of the Senate Intelli- Bunning's attacks on Daniel
gence Committee, he's missed 31 Mongiardo, but Bunning at his
of its last 33 meetings. Kerry has best is a man of high character
attended none of the commit- who has stood for the best contee's meetings since Sept. ll. servative values in the U.S. SenKerry even voted against ousting ate and deserves re-election.
Saddam Hussein in 1991. The
As for Ed Whitfield, be is
Senator voted against arming emerging as a grand statesman, a
our troops in the current strug- credit to our region. I hope these
gle. Bush has been too easy on candidates will win their races
Kerry's record in this campaign. and serve our interests. I also
Kerry says he wants to tax only hope all students will vote. Peothe rich, but those taxes, estimat- ple died so that we could be free
ed at $500 million, would pay and govern ourselves. The least
less than one third of the cost of we can do is go to the polls.
his health plan, estimated at $1.7
billion. Regardless of what Kerry Joseph T. Furhmann
says, people who are not rich professor of history

History professor
supports republicans

dates, their positions and
records, we must wonder if
endorsement is now a dated
practice. Voters have a number
of ways to learn about candidates arid can ensure a balance
by seeking information from
different sources.
In light of this discussion, The
Murray State News has elected
to end its candidate endorsement in the Student Government Association elections
each spring. In presidential
elections, newspapers can easily examine the record of the
incumbent as well as the political records and histories of both
candidates. In SGA elections,
most years there is no incumbent candidate. The endorsement committee only has the
questions asked of the candidates in an interview session to
make its fmal choice. As college
students well know, good interview skills do not necessarily
dictate proficiency in an office,
especially an office the candidate does not know personally
and has never held.
The News will instead print
candidate responses to identical questions and allow readers
to come to their own conclusions.
To find out who newspapers
across the country endorsed,
visit www.thenews.org.

ters played a ke.y role in maintaining economic stability. Winters turned looming economic
To the Editor:
disaster into net job gains by
The state senator elected from diversifying the community's
our district should be committed industry. Winters has also
to the best interests of Murray served on numerous county ecoState students. We should vote nomic development committees.
for someone who understands
Winters understands the constudents' needs and will fight for cerns of the people he wants to
us in Frankfort. The candidate is serve, especially students. He
Ken Winters.
has offered superior perforWinters was born and raised in mance to the people he has
Kentucky and is familiar with the served throughout his career. He
needs of the state. An alumnus of is well-qualified to continue that
Murray State, he served the Uni- service in the State Senate.
versity 23 years, including 11 When you enter the polls,
years as the dean of the College remember: A vote for Winters is
of Industry and Technology.
a vote for better education and a
In 1988, Winters left Murray to stronger economy, a vote for stube president of Campbellsville dents and a vote for west KenUniversity, where he served tucky.
until his retirement in 1999.
While there. he transformed the Edwin King
school from an undergraduate junior
college to a renowned graduate Calhoun
institution.
Winters is an advocate of firstclass educational programs. To
support such a system, Winters
believes Kentucky must have a
strong economic base. As an
experienced economic development strategist, he is prepared to
ensure that economy.
While in Campbellsville, Winters served as president of the
Chamber of Commerce. When
the Fruit of the Loom plant relocated from Campbellsville, Win-

Winters committed
to students' interests
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Halloween excitement transcends age
In My

Opinion

r

Janet
Robb
"ONCE A YEAR

W.E ALL GET
TO DRESS UP
AND PRETEND
TO BE
SOMETHING
WE'RE NOT.,

Every Halloween, young
and old alike dress in fun,
interesting and grotesque
costumes to walk door to
door to get free candy or to
attend parties. Where is the
harm in this? Some b,e lieve
Halloween is the "dcvil's"
holiday, when. in fact, Halloween is derived from a
Christian vigil.
Halloween is most commonly known for having
pagan beginnings. The
roots arc believed to be
attributed to the Celtic celebration "Sambain," the
cult of the dead. This celebration, held in early
November and ending with
a feast of "the dead. ·•
marked the beginning of
the Celtic year.
As history continued, the
evolution of Halloween has
gone through three popes.
Pope Gregory III, moved
All Saints Day to Nov. l,

originally a feast that honored "All Martyrs" and
changed to "All Saints" by
Pope Boniface IV, from
May 13. In 840, Pope Gregory IV ordered the feast of
"All Saints" to be held on
Oct. 31 and said it was to be
celebrated universally. It
was called "All Hallow's
Eve."
Obviously today's Halloween has nothing to do
with the original origins,
with trick-or-treating and
candy as a major staple of
the holiday, so why some
people still think Halloween is the "devil's" holiday is lost to me.
Halloween is fun! Once a
year we all get to dress up
and pretend to be something we're not. I mean,
how many' times a year can
everyone dress up like a
hooker and not get flack for
it? Also, I have two words

for you: free candy.
for two years of missed
I remember walking door trick or treating by handing
to door getting chocolate, out candy to kids and
candy corn, suckers and the watching creepy movies
occasionally dud "treat" with friends, instead of
like pencils from my school doing the usual Rocky Horprincipal, then going home ror Picture Show.
to separate. the "good"
As I'm dressed up as an
candy from the "bad." Of injured football player
course, the "good" candy handing out candy to chilwas hidden away from sib- dren dressed as who knows
lings and parents and the what this Halloween, forget
"bad" was given away.
your age, throw the "devMy last time trick-or- il's" holiday idea out the
treating was my senior year window, dress up like
of high school. Three of my whatever you want and go
friends and I went trick-or- get some candy!
treating and it was great! I
was a bum, and my friends
comprised of a bunny, basketball player and high
schooler. Granted, we
received the occasional
"aren't you too old for
this?" but it didn't matter to
us.
Janet Robb is the assistant
I've kind of missed it, so college life editor for The
this year I get to make up Murray State News.

.

POLICE CALLED TO CHECK ON SLEEPING MAN IN
GRASS.
POLICE CALLED TO CHECK ON MAN WITH UNTIED

SHOE.
POUCE CALLED TO CftECK ON SUSPICIOUS PEOPLE
GOING TO CLASS. WITH ALL THESE •tMPORTANT"
CA~ I HOPE NO ONE REALLY NEEDS HELP..

· Modern science wavers, biblical account stands
In My

Opinion

Paul
McDade

'·

" ..!AN
EXAMINATION
OF THE FACTS
SCIENTIFIC
THEORY
DISREGARDS
GIVES SOLID
EVIDENCE FOR
THE BIBUCAL
ACCOUNT.,

,

The Bible's account of a
worldwide flood is scorned
today by the scientific
adherents of systems built
upon evolution. Yet an
examination of the facts scientific theory disregards
gives solid evidence for the
biblical account.
Flood histories abound in
ancient cultures. In the
Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh, the man of Shuruppak is told to tear down his
house and build a ship;
"aboard the ship take thou
the seed of all living things."
When the flood subsides he
declares "all of mankind
had returned to clay." The
Athapascan tribe of American Indians tell of the sky
falling. The Papago Indians
of Arizona tell of Montezuma being warned by a coyote to build a boat in which
he and the coyote were
saved. In another account,
the lone Arapaho Indian is
on the last mountain top
when the "Great Spirit"
. sends him three oucks who
dive· for earth causing the
waters to recede. Algonquin Indians credit the
flood to the wprk of a pow-

erful snake. Natives in Peru
reported before the Incas,
all but six people drowned.
The Cubans tell of the
"old man" who knew the
flood was coming and took
his family and animals on a
boat: He also sent a crow
out of the boat to see if it
was dry.
Similar accounts abound
in the east: in the Hindu
account it is Manu who is
saved. in the Chinese
account the hero is Fah-he.
Aside from variation introduced by oral history, there
is a major witness to the
historical accuracy of the
Biblical account in these
epics.
Modern geology is built
upon the uniformitarian
principles of Charles Lyell.
This is a doctrine of gradual
geological changes which
supposedly account for the
earth's strata. Present causes solely have operated in
the past. But the existence
of the fossil record, upon
which identification of the
age of strata is made to
depend, itself is impossible
under the present conditions. Catastrophic condi-

Pom in Library
disturbs students
If you need to do
research for a paper on the
history of pornography.
consider working on it in
the confines of your residential
college
room
instead of in the banks of
computers at Waterfield
Library.
According to a witness
••• who wished to remain
anonymous, one evening
recently, student workers
received complaints from
library patrons who said a

Straight
from
the
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th
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tions are necessary for the
burial and preservation of
fossils. The number of fish,
mammals and reptiles
buried in the earth's strata
cannot be duplicated by any
present processes.
The supposed geological
eras which produced the
layering of the earth's crust
are actually out of sequence
when the earth's crust is
examined. At Heart Mountain in Wyoming, an 1800square mile section of Paleozoic strata rests on top of
Eocene beds supposedly
250 million years younger.
The explanation the geologist gives is more fantastic
than even the most superstitious of the flood
accounts among the Indians. The fossils are no help
either, as they refute, rather
than confirm, the construction of geology. In the
Paluxy River Bed near Glen
Rose Texas in what is supposed to be Cretaceous
strata, footprints of both
man and dinosaur were
found. These dinosaurs
were supposedly extinct 70
million years before man
"evolved." Other supposed-

student was using the free
Internet access to view
pornography. The help desk
worker approached the
computer and the pornviewer in question realized
he was caught, turned it off
and Jeft the library.

Regents Rhinos
aim for awareness
It is often said the road to
hell is paved with good
intentions. The intentions
of the Rhinos of Regents
College were certainly good
when they dreamed up a

ly extinct species contained
in the fossil record have
been found living in our
modem times. The Tuatara
is a reptile of the order of
beakheads. which were supposed to be extinct 135 million years ago, also found in
Cretaceous rock. They have
been discovered alive in
New Zealand.
The problems evident in
man's scientific and interpretive enterprise which
I've sampled above are only
the tip of an iceberg of contradiction. Man, as the Bible
says, has become vain in his
imagination and his foolish
heart is darkened. He
assumes all being is of one
kind, and there cannot be a
God who creates. In the
flood of Noah's day. God
passed judgment upon such
pretensions. The problem
men have with this has
nothing to do with the evidence.

Paul McDade is a campus m
minister for the Reformed
Presbyterian Fellowship.

program on breast and testicular cancer. but they may
not have been on their Agame when they came up
with the title. ..Got cancer?"
ThOugh it clearly defines
what the program is about.
placlng a debilitating, often
fatal disease. in the place of
a dairy product in a popular
slogan probably isn't the
best way to go.
And what if tbe answer is
•-yes" for some students?
SensitiVity is perhaps not
the strong suit of the
Regents College Residential
College Council.

Murray State
lacks tradition,
superstitions
The shoe tree.
That's it? That's Murray State's one
measly tradition? Yeah, it's cute. You
meet your spouse here, you nail shoes
to a piece of dead, mushroom-infested
bark .and student ambassadors tell
parents about it on campus tours.
Sure, it's sentimental. But where are
the superstitions? The legends?
At Freed Hardeman University in
Henderson, Tenn., if
you sit on one of the
many
swinging
benches sprinkled
throughout the quad
with a member of
the opposite sex,
you and the person
are destined to wed.
At Rhodes College in Memphis, 1111.:1WW
students refuse to EUzabeth
walk on a replica of Cawein
the college seal
imbedded in the stone flooring of one
of the buildings on campus. Apparently any Rhodes student who walks on
this seal is doomed to flunk.
At the University of Missouri at
Columbia, the journalism school
holds its own legends.
According to the story, years ago,
two students were under the journalism school archway, bragging about
cheating on an exam. The dean of the
school heard from his office above
and failed both students. Now, when
walking under the archway, students
must speak in a whisper or risk failing
their next exam.
Our shoe tree isn't so wrought with
tradition anymore, is it?
This disappointing lack of campus
folklore led me to a realization. Why
not just come up with our own traditions? If we start them now, in 10
years they could be highly practiced
superstitions, and by then everyone
may have forgotten how they started.
We'll begin with marriage. Many
universities have some sacred superstition relating to love. Ours will take
place on the steps of Lovett - after all,
could there be a more fitting name? If
you klss someone on the steps of
Lovett, you and said kissing partner
will marry. Ta-dal Tradition created.
On to academic success. The statue
of our founder, Rainey T. Wells. with
the ivy-covered brick of Pogue
Library as a backdrop, is arguably the
most academic-looking area of campus, and worthy of superstition.
So let the traditions begin. If you
deface or defame the statue in any
way, you will flunk out of school. If it
is academic success you are seeking,
be silent as you walk by the statue for
good luck on an upcoming midterm or
test. During finals week, students
should rub the diploma Wells holds in
his hand to ensure passing grades.
A fmal tradition must have to do
with athletics. We already have a tra:
dition that takes place after a game is
won, the singing of the fight song by
the football team. What we need is
something to ensure the fight song is
sung, a tradition to solidify gameday
victory. Perhaps the best way to do
this is to proclaim Roy Stewart Stadium the most superstitious area of
campus. At the stadium, you cannot
step on cracks, walk under ladders,
open up umbrellas inside or any other
activity which may bring bad luck.
Maybe soon there'll be a bit more to
talk about on campus tours than dead
trees, marriage and a few dozen
moldy shoes.
Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

Celebrities ..._...,
Curds Ceater

Commuulty bath
results in nudity

In the CutriJ Center Fit·
ness roomt there is a wait·
ing list for cardlo equipment. According to the li$t.
a few celebrities have
stopped by recently for a
q\lick work out.
Haywood
J,ablomey
signed up to use the bike.
Another bike user was Ron
)eremy, infamous porn
actor and reality TV star.
Maybe be was trying to
work off his aut to get back

IDtbegame.

When you have to go,

you have to g6.
Witnesses on the eighth
floor of Elizabeth College
observed a topless female
heading down the hall to
use the bathroom Tuesday.
Simply not enough time
to put on a shirt, eh?
Seen somethi1J8 humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campusl Let us know. Send
rips for "Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse•s
«awein@thenews.org.
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Students voice voting intentions, politicians
Web site encourages
nelv voter activism
Amanda Smith
Contributing Writer

What two teams played in
the World Series?
"The Boston Red Sox and1
the St. Louis Cardinals."

What you said:
"Red Sox and Cardinals."
Ashley Eastwood
senior from Karnak, Ill.

.

"The Cardinals and uh ...
somebody from Boston."
AlliWdes
sophomore from Paducah
"Boston Red Sox and St.
Louis Cardinals."
Beth Adams
sophomore from Lancaster
"Boston Red Sox and St.
Louis Cardinals."
Brandon Brady
junior from Franklin
"Boston Red Sox and the St.
Louis Cardinals."
Dewayne Esson
sophomore from
Stone Mountain. Ga.
"The Red Sox and the Cardinals."
AmiePowers
senior from Greenville

Correct answers: 9
Wrong answers: 1

Organizations like Rock
the Vote invested both
time and money in ad
campaigns, t:onccrts and
other special
events
designed to encourage 18
to 24-year-olds to vote in
this year's election.
According to the organization's Web site, Rock
the Vote succeeded in registering more than 1.4 million people to vote in the
election.
1\.lany Murray State st~
dcnts are eligible to vote
in a presidentjal election
for the first time this
November. I lowcver, not

everyone is choosing to
exercise this right.
Students give various
reasons for not voting.
One is simply having
neglected to register.
According
to
rockthcvote.com, Kentuckjans
must have registered to
vote by Oct. 4, and many
Murray State students
missed that deadline.
Other students like Jennifer Mielke, freshman
from Crestwood, had
problems
registering,
which will keep them
away from the polls.
Mielke had rufficulties
obtaining an absentee ballot because her family
moved to another state

shortly after she began
college.
"I'm going to get it sorted out by next year," she
said.
Stepharue
Sander.
sophomore from Union,
said she chose not to vote.
"I do not know enough
about politics," she said.
David McCall, sophomore from Greenfield,
Tenn., also elected not to
vote. but for different reasons.
"Neither candidate possesses the credibility neeessary to hold office," he
said.
Although
Miranda
Robertson,
sophomore
from Jackson, Tenn..
agrees neither candidate is
an ideal choice, she
believes it is her responsibility to vote.
''I'm not one of those
people who complain but

Public looks for accurate polls
Staff Report
Mark Wattier. professor of government. law
and international affairs.
said
public-opinion
polling
is
popular
because the. nation wants
to know how the election
is going.
"The dilemma in public-opinion polling is getting to people who will
actually vote," he said.
"Only half Lhc people
who are eligible to vote
actually vote.
"(Anothl'r
problem
with polling) is that it is a
cultural expectation that
you wiH··votc," he said.
"Because of this, more
people will say they are
going to vote."
Wattier said there arc
several other things that

can distort a poll, such as
the size of the sampled
group and the inability to
reach certain voters.
"So much of the Amer~
ican population is either
mobile or inaccessible by
telephone, so you're
going to have some additional errors," he said.
Wattier said the larger
the sample size, the more
reliable the poll.
He said the most reliable public opinion poll
is the Gallup poll
because it limits itself to
registered voters and
likely voters. Likely voters are determined by a
person's past voting
record and their campaign knowledge, such as
where the polls in their
area are and the strength
of their candidate prefer-

ence.
"The dilemma with the
Gallup poll is that ' it is a
national survey, so it
doesn't show (how the
race is going) in each of
the states," he said.
The Gallup poll does
not always correctly
forecast the winner. For
example, in the 2000
election the Gallup predicted President George
W. Bush would win the
popular vote, but Former
Vice President Al Gore
did.
"When they say it's too
close to call, it means it's
in the margin sam piing
error," he said. "There's
only so much you can do
to be 100 percent accurate," he said. "No
research technique is 100
percent."

do nothing about it, ·• she
said. "Since I am going to
vote, I can complain all I
want.''
Many Murray State students agree voting is a
responsibility. Students
who plan to vote or have
already done so chose one
of three methods of voting. Several students who
registered to vote in their.
hometowns plan to drive
home on Election Day to
vote from their designated
locations.
Other students, for
whom this is not feasible,
requested an absentee hallot and voted via mail.
Some students chose to
register m
Calloway
County. This is possible as
long as the student has
lived in the county for at
least 28 days, according to
rockthcvote.com.
Abby Benardini, senior

from Belleville, Ill., firmly
believes everyone who
can vote should.
"All Amt•ricans 18 and
over should vote. especially those in our generation,'' she said. "It's what
our parents fought to
make happen,"
Megan Arp, freshman
from Mayfield, is also
choosing to cast her ballot.
"My vote counts, and I
want to be heard," she
said.
Likewise, Megan Scannell,
senior
from
Belleville, Ill.. plans to
vote by absentee ballot
since she cannot make the
trip home on Election
Day.
''I want to put my two
cents in," she said.
Regardless of political
persuasion, most Murray
State students think it is
important to vote.

Last section of Highway 80
opens, extensions uncertain
Staff Report
Earlier ~s month the
final eight-mile section of
KY 80 opened.
This section was the last
part of a 14.5 mile highway
connecting Murray to
Cadiz.
Keith Todd. public
information officer for the
first and second districts
of the Kentucky Transportation
. Cabinet's
Department of Highways,
said the $38 million project is part of a much larger goal.
"This section of KY 80
is part of a program to
(make KY 80) a four-lane
from Bowling Green to
Mayfield across Southern
Kentucky," said Todd.

"The project has been
pretty much completed
from Bowling Green to
Cadiz."
Plans are to extend the
highway
as
funding
becomes available, he
said.
"The state is applying
for federal funds to help
with bridges across the
lakes and across the (Land
Between the Lakes)," he
said. "The Department of
Highways will also have
to work out an agreement
with the U.S. f•orest Service for construction of
the LBL portion of the
new road."
Todd said drivers need
to be aware of the new
road and take safety precautions.
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VCandidate for Murray City Council
0
T
EMILKMAN- HE DELIVERS
·Married to Coach Velvet Milkman
• In his 17th year teaching Economics at
Murray State University
• Against charging students who work on campus
for city stickers.

Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Lyon
& Trigg Counties

''#3 on the ballot''

Elect

SAMMY JASON

PIT~
City Council
Paid for by Sammy Jason Pittman

(

• devoted husband and father
• Murray State graduate
• served as an officer in the Army
and Army Reserves
• served for 23 years at Murray State
• former President of Campbellsville
University
• when the Fruit of the Loom
factory closed, Ken helped
create a company that hired
many workers who had lost
their jobs
• active member of his church
• pro,life
• believes that marriage
should be for one man
and one woman only
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there," Hohn~s ~4 "People are waitfDt for 'the last
hbryant@thcnews.org
minute for everyth.inJ."
He said he is exp~ing a
After the costumes are rush of customers tonight
stored away and the jack~o who have waited to purlantcms have been tossea chase trick-.or-treat candy.
"In most candy, people
in the gubage, one of the
remainJ,ng aspects of Hal- are being more health-oriloween affects the sweet ented in cutting calories
and low carbs," he said.
tooth - candy.
Traditional Halloween
Holmes said that is a
~dies are Brach's Candy trend he has noti~ed in
Com and Pumpkins, Nee- Wal-Mart's candy along
co's Mary Jane PeamttBut- with t~ expected trend in
ter Kisses ana various hol- black and orange wrappers
iday renditions o{ tegular for Halloween candies.
candies such as M&M's,
He laid the process Wal"
Reese's and Kit Kat bars Mart uses to select the
which change either shape quantity ofi ea'h type of
or color.
candy ~o sell invotVes the
Charles Holmes, co-man- vendors meeting with the
IF.l' at Mll'n'ay Wal-Mart corporate buyers to dis~ ¥\ll'l"lf ~te alumnus, cuss new candies.
"We look at what we've
said the ~g seasonsold
in previous years and
al ~--- are candy corn,
then
buy accordingly to
peanttt ~er kisses and
the
!lumpkin-shaped what we sold," Holmes
peanut bUtter cups.
said.
"It seems like the peanut
Wal-Mart will ~ ~
butter is different than it is event called Fallo~~
in the regular Reese's urday night from ~ ttl 8
cups," he said.
where games will be set up
He said sales increase for and candy will be given to
Kraft caramels and red children inside the store,
hots because people make he said.
caramel apples and put the
Melody
Townsel,
red hots in hot apple cider. spokespex,:son for Brach's,
'"Usually if people buy said this year is the compa(ca
they will eat
IOOth anniversary, and
the nation~s N3. 1
kids get

Heather Bryaat
College Life Editor

maker of candy corn. She
said Brach's sold 2 billion
kernels of candy corn this
Halloween holiday.
"Candy corn is such a
nostalgic candy, and anything that brings back
memories to a better, simpler time is popular," she
said. ''This is a banner
sales year and our candy
corn sales have gone up 22
percent."
She said candy corn was
first introduced in the
1800s, and at that time it
was considered a novelty.
She said the reason candy
corn is still a classic Halloweep candy is because of
its colqrs and the feelings
it evokes.
"The colors are harvest
colors and the connotation
of colors provides a harvest feel," she said. "The
very people who say they
don't like (candy corn), our
studies Sl\OW th~'f really do
eat it."
'l'ownsel said another
tqp-se1liJl.s Brach's Hallow~n candy is Dem
Bolles, a candy skeleton.
"They are really cute
candies and are fairly popular." she said.
She said Brach's primary
selling target is mothers,
instead
of
children
beta\lie tR tlidth'eri 'WUl

Halloween not just for kids
College students provide holiday revenue
That revenue includes the buy- quette consists of ringing a
ing of costumes, candy and doorbell in order to get treats,
Staff Writer
other Halloween related mer- saying "trick-or-treat," receivtmoore@thenews.org
chandise.
ing candy and then saying
For
many
college
students,
..
thank you." But for college
"Trick-or-treat, smell my
celebrating
Halloween
for
as
students
this method may not
feet, give me something good
little
money
as
possible
work.
is
a
to eat,'' is a phrase many Mur"If college students go up to
ray State students uttered as must. But the lack of resources
has
not
deterred
many
Murray
a
house. and entertain them
children. That phrase may be
State
with
a song, I bet you could get
Students
from
celebratused once again as students are
ing
the
holiday.
candy,"
said Saintopoalo. "If
reemerging and partaking in
"I
plan
to
hang
out
with
anything,
you would get an 'A'
the previously child-dominatfriends,
dress
up
and
go
to
for
effort."
ed holiday.
Although trick-or-treating
"Halloween is not a holiday non-alcoholic parties," said
Natalie
Talbott,
senior
from
may
be seen as a childish pastjust for children anymore,"
Paducah.
"I
am
hoping
to
time,
many students are consaid Rochelle Saintopoalo.
spend
as
little
money
as
possitinuing
to partake in the Halfounder of the Global Halloween
signature.
ble
because
I
think
it
is
ridiculoween Alliance. "Adults have
"I am going trick-or-treattaken it back and are enjoying lous to pay a lot of money for
ing,''
said Anna Brown, freshsomething
you
are
going
to
it even more than they did as
man
from Albuquerque, NM,
wear
once."
children."
"Because
I have done it all my
In
aU,
Talbott
spent
less
than
Although Halloween is only
$15
for
her
costume,
utilizing
life."
the sixth largest holiday,
Brown is also looking foraccording to the National many things she already
owned.
ward
to the free candy, and the
Retail Federation, an estimated
Not
only
can
students
dress
opportunity
to show off her
$3.U billion will be spent on
up
for
Halloween,
they
can
costume.
the holiday this year. That figFor Murray State students
ure is up from the $2.96 billion also trick-or-treat.
Halloween
is not only a thing
"Although
the
normal
'trickspent last year.
or-treat'
etiquette
won't
work,
of
the
past,
but also a thing of
Saintopoalo estimates 20
students
can
circumvent
that
the
present.
percent of that total revenue
Said Saintopoalo: "People
brought in during the Hal- by entertaining those giving
away
candy,"
said
Saintopoalo.
are
never too old for Halloween season will be conNormal
trick-or-treat
etiloween."
tributed by college students.

Tyler Moore

Ttte

introduce the candy to
their children.
"That's a lot of genera·
tions of pirates, princesses
and pooh bears we've been
helping have a good time
at Halloween,'' Townsel
said.
Lory Zimbalatti, marketing manager of Necco
randy company, said the
Mary Jane Peanut Butter
Kisses are the most popular Halloween candy
Nccco sells.
Other big sellers are tl:te
Necco Junior Wafer Rolls
and the Clark Bar Juniors,
she said.
"(A piece of Mary Jane
candy) is a soft, chewy
piece and peanut. butter is
one of the most popular
flavors and it also has a
touch of molasses that
gives it a creamy taste,"
Zimbalatti said.
She said Mary Jane
candy dates back to 1914,
and the creator named it
after his aunt Mary Jane.
"Mary Janes tend to sell
themselves," she said. "Tl:u:
orange and black wrapped
peanut butter kisses ~
become such a traditiorial
Halloween candy....Everyone remembers them
(from) when they were

man from Frankfort, said
anything chocolate is her
favorite Halloween candy.
"I'm especially a fan of
Reese's cups," she said.
She said she remembers
separating all of her candy
when she went trick-ortreating *n'to piles of what
she considered the "good
stuff and bad stuff;"
"l always picked Mary
Jan~ out because they
looked really weird next to
all of the other colorful
candies," Hensley said.
"You can't really cat. too
much candy: corn because
it makes you sick."
She said candy corn is a
seasonal treat like candy
canes are at Christmas
because it is a staple of the
holiday season.
"You really don't even
have to like (candy corn),"
Hensley said.
Amelia Odenwald, freshman from Lexington, said
Pixie Stix are her favorite
Halloween sweet because
they arc tangy, sour and
sweet at the same time.
She said candy corn is a
classic Halloween candy
because the ingredients for
the confectionary concoction are. so basic.
Said Odenwald: "(Candy
corn) is like a celebratiQn
of autumn."

According to
jack-o-lantern
.com, jack-olantems were
originally
carved out of
turnips in Ireland. When the
Irish
immigrants came to
America, they
started carving
pumpkins
because turnips
were not as
common.

Q.UM) _sQU~ by Robert Duckett
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Cheap Halloween costumes

Halloween MonsterBash
6 p.m., $5 cover
charge,
National Janet Robb
Guard Armory
Assistant College Life Editor

Students create own ensembles

• Saturday

jrobb@thenews.org

With all the costly Halloween
Volleyball
2 p.m., MSU vs. events this weekend, why pay extra
Austin Peay, Racer for a costume?
Arena
Warren Robinson, freshman from
Kevil, said he is dressing up as a Jedi,
• Sunday
and the only items he bought were a
Student Exhibit
cape and light saber.
1 p.m., J. Clinton
"(I) put on like a black sweater vest
Todd, Clara M. Eagle and black pants and gray long sleeve
Gallery, Fine Arts shirt," Robinson said. "It was simple,
Center
it was just like dressing up and
putting a cape over my own clothes."
• Monday
Amanda Bazzell, sophomore from
Movie
Paducah, said she didn't know what
7:30 p.m., "The Big
she
was going as yet, but her friend's
Lebowski,"
free
idea
was clever.
admission, Curris
"(My
friend) is going to be a leftCenter Theater
over and wrap herself in aluminum
• Tuesday
foil," she said.
Lindsay Delaney, freshman from
Volleyball
7 p.m., MSU vs. UT- Hopkinsville, said her friend is going
Martin, Racer Arena as "white trash."
"She's wearing a trash can with
.• Wednesday white on it," Delaney said.
Sarah Rall, junior from Murray, said
SGA Meetlng
5
p.m., Barkley she is thinking about dressing up as a
Room, Curris Center cat by wearing black pants, black tank
and buying ears and a tail.
• Thursday topKatie
Hellams, junior from CrestCrazy in Love
wood, said she bought a ''flapper'' cos10 a.m., for more tume from a Halloween store, and it
information
call cost around $40.
(270)762 - 3140,
"(It) came with a dress, a headband
Wrather Museum
and a garter," she said.
Hellams said she helped her friend
• Friday
make a costume out of a prom dress
What the Butler they got from a thrift store.
Saw
"(It's) a 'fairy' costume (made from)
7 p.m., MSU stu- an old prom dress," said Hellams.
dents free with RacJan Basile, assistant manager at
ercard, $10 general Angel's Attic thrift store, said many
admission, $8 for
students have come in looking for
Faculty/ Staff, AARP
costumes.
and under 18, Robert
"(Students) go through the clothes
E. Johnson Theatre.
and put together their own ideas," she
• Saturdi!Y said. "They piece this and piece that."
Basile said the spectacular cosMen's Basketball
tumes
are gone but they still have
7:15 p.m., MSU vs.
scrubs,
gowns, cheerleading outfits
VASDA, RSEC

·--

State Line
Western World, Inc.

70S MAL'< ST.. tnn', 641

and wedding dresses.
"If you want a whole bunch of kids
to all graduate and go together, we
can get them dressed up," Basile said
pointing to many graduation gowns.
The most expensive item being sold
was a complete tuxedo for $15, she
said.
"Most of the retro things run
around $3,'' Basile said. "The gowns
were around $5."
Basile said she expects people to
come in late today to get last-minute
costumes.
Angel's Attic is located at 927
Chestnut St. and is open from U a.m.
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
Robinsfyi.com has a list of easy and
cheap Halloween costume ideas. One
costume on the site is called "The
American tourist.'' For guys, wear a
Hawaiian shirt, shorts and large straw
hat. Girls can wear a bright dress with
flats, straw bag and sun hat. Cameras
and maps can be added for a more
authentic look.
Some easy animal costumes included a skunk and bunny. For the skunk,
dress in a black sweatsuit with a white
J ;llln<~ Lmlwr///lf' New~
strip down the back. The bunny cos- Michelle Delap, senior from Broughton, 01., and Mary Gullikson,
tume also uses a sweatsuit but in pink, sophomore from La Center, search through a furcoat rack looking for a
brown or white. Just add a puffy tail Halloween costume at Angel's Attic Tuesday.
and ears made out of construction
paper and a headband to complete the
outfit.
·
College students have to do laundry, so turn a chore into a costume.
Wear a sweatsuit, take a cheap laundry basket with a hole cut out in the
bottom big enough rest to on the hips
and fill with laundry.
A difficult costume to make is a bat.
Take a black umbrella ripped in half
and discard the center and innards.
Sew the edges to the back of a black
shirt and wear black pants or tights.
For a funny costmne, dress as a
"cereal" killer. Cut slits in cereal
boxes, drip red paint over them and
stick plastic knives in the slits and
then attach the cereal boxes to a shirt.

,

..

For more costume ideas go to
www.robinsfyi.com.

~.
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Sh Opping

DOME a
YARD DECOR, T'IADDS

Center

NUI1U!A FEED

. . ..IWtlacAtAUaAortd.eoat

EQ~T.

e-mail
S~cact.t'OIII

P!K-. 27fM9i".Ott4
fax:

27CH9Uli8

Now Interviewing for
the following student
Food Service Positions:

SEE THE UNFORGETTABLE
ILLUSTRATED SERMC)NI

TO HELL

New MSU Fitness Center
K Need food service workers to work in
the new Fitness Center cafe

&BACK

K Food service experience preferred
'

K Contact Barbara Sanders at 762-5508

for details
New Hart College Coffee House
K Need food service workers to work in
the new coffee house

AN ADVENTURE INTO HELl
THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR liFEI

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday, Oct.

31

at

6 p.,m.

94 East

K Food service experience preferred

Highway

K Contact Bill Benriter at' 762-6990 for

270-753-6695

details

Nursery & Fall Festival available for kids

BOTH fACILITIE~ TO OPEN IN JANUARY Of lOOl

www.hopeharborchu rch .com

I
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Spooky spirits scare students
Ghosts haunt Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity house, campus buildings
Elizabeth Fields

through the Great Depres- senior from Eklton, was sitsion, and when Beale ting with some brothers in
ejields(v'thenews.org
moved in he intended to the basement when the
door banged open. The
stay forever.
As the story goes, Beale guys decided to take their
Clint Edds and 'Andrew
Day have been members of died in the house, and his conversation elsewhere and
the Alpha Gamma Rho fra- funeral was held in his headed upstairs.
ternity long enough to upstairs bedroom, now the
"I closed that door behind
know just about all there is fraternity's chapter room. me and made sure the hanto know about the Greek His family and friends could dle caught, but by the time I
orgnnization. They even not get his coffin down the got up the stairs it slammed
knew when they moved stairs inside the bouse, so open again," said Monroe.
into the AGR house there they lowered him out the
Perkins remembers a
was a chance they would be window and into the yard night when the music was
s haring a room with Mr. where he was buried.
on in the basement, and,
Elmus jackson Beale.
"He left it in his will that without anyone around, the
Mr. Beale, as the fraterni- when he died, he wanted to ,volume turned up all the
ty members refer to him, is be buried on the property, way. No matter how much
neither a member nor an never to be removed," said the knob was turned, the
alumnus. In fact, Beale is Joel Perkins, sophomore music continued to blare
not even alive. He died in from Chatham, Ill.
out of the speakers.
thl' house and, as legend has
Unfortunately, when the
Almost aU of the me mit, has haunted the house fraternity bought the house bers have heard footsteps
e ver since.
in 1968, it became a multi- roam the upstairs attic, had
"! don't think you could personal living quarter, and doors close behind them as
find one brother out here it is illegal to have a body they walk through, had
that doesn't believe in him. · buried on such property. So lights turned off and on
mostly because they have Beale was excavated and with them in a room or had
all had an experience with moved.
their stuff moved around.
him," said Edds, senior from
It was then the fraternity
Although the fraternity
Versailles.
began experiencing the built an annex close by to
The fnrm house was built presence of Beale.
allow more living space,
One night Josh Monroe, Beale does not leave his
in the late 1800s, survived
St:tff Writer

~~:;;;;:=---- This

house. Beale haunts the
attic, chapter room upstairs,
the bedroom on the main
floor and the basement.
"One night me and my
brothers Justin Mason and
Josh Hindman were up in
the attic and as we. talked,
the lights turned on and off
and on and off until Justin
said 'Come on Mr. Beale, we
are just trying to talk,' and
with that the lights went on
and stayed on," said Perkins
It is because of such
events and the fact that
Beale has never physically
hurt an y of them, the fraternity members believe he is a
good ghost who just likes to
be noticed.
Edds and Day both knew
members who live in the
old house usually have to
learn to live with Beale, upclose and personal.
''When 1 first woke up, it
felt like someone was holding me down, and I couldn't
move," said Edds.
Almost all of the AGRs
who have lived in the room
can describe a similar feeling.
They said they just have
to get used to all of the footsteps and door slamming.
"When I hear something
at night, I don't bother to

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. 50 Number Ones
George Strait
2. Confessions
Usher
J. Suit
Nelly
4. Miracle
Ccline Dion
S The New Danger

1. The Grudge

l Fahrenheit 9/11

5. Team America: W o rld
Police

1. MyBoo
Usher and Alicia Keys
2. Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo
3. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child
4. LeanBack
Terror Squad
S. She Will Be Loved
Maroon)

~ource: movies/nytirncs.com

Source: Billboard.com

Nlos Dcf
SourcP: Billbo.1rd.com

3. Shall We Dance?
4. Frid ay Night Lights

Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity m e mbe r s look out
their chapter room windows, which is part of the
house where the ghost of Elmus Jackson Beale su p·
posedly r esides.
look," said Edds. "I don't
really want to know that
bad."
Other local haunts happen to be on campus, Murray State's own Robert E.
Johnson Theatre and the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The theatre and Fine Arts
Center are supposedly
haunted by a construction
worker commonly known
as Vincent Van Ghost.
According
to
"Ghosts
across
Kentucky,"
by
William Lynwood Montell,

this ghost has been responsible for forklift horns beeping, heartbeat sounds in
headphones and elevators
that go to random floors.
Ashley Gladson, freshman
from Memphis, said she
heard the elevator would go
to a declared floor number
without pushing buttons.
"Me and some friends
decided to try it," said Gladson. "We were in there a
long time, but it finally did
work. I am not sure if it was
the ghost, but it would be
cool if it was."

Week in Entertainment ---.s===a:=::=

• Albums

2. Shark T ale

Andrt'.1 Ch;tpman//IH: News

2. W a1king Tall
3. Man on Fire
4. Mean Girls

• Books

• Web site

l Northern Lights
Nora Roberts
2. The Dade Tower
Stephen King
3. TheDa Vinci Code
Dan Brown
4. The Plot Against America
Philip Roth
5. Trace
Patricia Cornwell
I

Source: hometown.,1ol.co.uk

Sour<.'e: nytime~.com

slapthecandidate.com
On this Web site visitors
have the choice to slap
either Sen. Kerry or President Bush. The site also
features R~lph Nader holding a card scoring how hard
of a slap you give either
Kerry o'r Bush. Go to this
sire to vent about the election by slapping the candidate of your choice.

A lriend ol education, a lriend ol
Murray State!
"I support full funding for higher education to stop skyrocketing tuition increases."
"Education is my #1 priority."
"In the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce candidate survey, I listed support for higher
education as the #1 priority of my campaign. My opponent gave no priority whatsoever
to higher education in his response. See the survey results on the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce web site. "

VOTE

Buddy BuckinghaJD
State Representative
• Six years experience and seniority as your state representative
• Created and secured $9 million in funding to build and operate the
Regional Center for Emerging Technologies at Murray State University
(now under construction at 16th Street and Hwy. 121 intersection)
• Director of Regional Planning at Murray State University
• Member of House Education Committee
• Murray State University Graduate

Re-elect Buddy Buckingham lor State
Representative!

Paid for by Buddy Buckingham

,..
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Horror films provide morbid laughs, gofe
with Ash J. Williams
(Campbell) spending a
romantic weekend with his
girlfriend in an abandoned
cabin in the woods. When
Ash discovers an ancient
text known as the "book of
the dead" evil overtakes his
friends and all hell breaks
loose in the country cabin.
Ash is forced to battle the
ones he loves, as well as the
forces of evil, with the
hopes of surviving until
dawn.
Long before his multi-million dollar success with
"Spider Man,'' Sam Raimi
was making this satiric horror film. Raimi begins the
film with terrifying suspense, only to replace the
tension with gut-busting
laughs (literally) through
demented slapstick humor
and zinging one-liners. This
film also let Campbell strut
his true acting potential.
Lets just say you'll be quoting the line "groovy" for
weeks to come.

Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Halloween season is the
time of year people are
encouraged to embrace
their innermost fears. Some
dress in elaborate costumes
to face their demons, while
others explore spooky
graveyards and old houses.
However,
folks
like
myself scour the horror section at the local movie store
for our Halloween thrills
and chills. Over the years,
my hunts for horror fllm
perfection have resulted in
a list of five movies that
offer everything from morbid laughs to gut-churning
gore.

• "The Thing"
\

Directed by:
John Carpenter
Starring: Kurt
Russell and Wilford Brimley
This 1982 remake
of 1951's "The
Thing
From
Another Planet"
has the cliche scifi premise of body
snatchers
from
beyond the stars,
starting when a
research team in
the Arctic discovers an alien life
form frozen in the
tundra. The team
revives the hostile
creature only to
discover it can take
the form of any living thing it encounters. It is
then up
to Russell and

)ann.1 Tanner/ Thl• News

Brimley to combat the alien
menace as it kills off the
researchers one by one.
This movie docs much
more with the plot than
anyone could expect. It
seems Carpenter made this
film with the intent of
showcasing some of the
goriest and most bizarre
"things" ever to appear on
the silver screen. Yet even
among the unrelenting carnage of the film, the audience is pulled into a suspenseful state of guessing,
"who is next to go?" Carpenter's "The Thing" is a
perfect blend of suspenseful
storytelling and sallons of
blood.

''Killer Klowns
From Outer
Space"
Directed by: Stephen
Chiodo
Starring: Grant Carner
and Suzanne Snyder
If gore isn't your forte,
"Killer Klowns'' is the Halloween flick for you. This
1988 sci-fi spoof tells of an
invasion of horrific, disgusting and ugly (you guessed
it) clowns who have come
to earth in a circus tent
to
harvest
spaceship
humans by turning them
into giant balls of cotton
candy. Everything from balloon animals to popcorh is
used in the clown's evil
invasion plot, and only a
group of teenagers stands
between the galactic jokers and global conquest.

This film is ridiculous to
say the least, but among the
absurdity lies a horror film
enjoyable to watch. Chiodo
and his brothers developed
every aspect of this movie,
putting the $2 million budget to great use. The product is an entertaining mishmash of horror and hilarity
worthy of cult recognition.

"Evil Dead II:
Dead By Dawn"
Directed by: Sani "The
Evil Dead" Raimi
Starring: Bruce Campbell
The second installment of
"The Evil Dead" trilogy
doesn't exactly qualify as a
sequel. Rather it is a
retelling of the events of.th.e
first film complete with a
bigger budget and better
acting. The story begins

Hooper seems like
an odd pairing. However,
the film excels
in both visual
style and plot
development
with superb acting and realistic
special effects.

"Dawn of
the Dead''

Directed
by:
George A. Romero
(1978) & Zack Snyder (2003)
Starring: David
Emgc (1978) & Sarah
Polley and Ving
Rhames (2003)
poth films are prime
examples of the best of the
zombie genre. Romero's
"Poltergeist"
original version is a sequel
Directed by: Tobe Hoop- to the '60s black and white
er and Steven Spielberg
classic "Night of the Living
Starring: JoBeth Williams Dead,'' while Snyder's film
stands alone. Both tell of a
and Craig T. Nelson
The title of "Poltergeist" group of people fighting to
may sound a little cheesy, survive in a world overrun
but this film is far from by flesh-eating zombies.
mundane. The film begins
Romero and Snyder don't
in a Californian suburb ruin their films by developwhere a family is quickly ing complex reasons as to
discovering a strange pres- why and how the zombies
ence within their house. At have come to exist. Rather,
first the ghosts appear they focus on the emotional
peaceful and amusing, but state of the characters as
their true, horrifying inten- they face the undead threat.
tions arc revealed when the This ;mention to char::~cter
apparitions kidnap the fam- ization not only lets the
ily's youngest daughter.
audience understand the
It is hard not to commend characters plight, but also
"Poltergeist" as a fine piece introduces an eerie realism
of horror cinema. Combin- to the feel of both films. It is
jng, ._the cce~ti:vf:_ gc,mi.}lS o{ imv,ortant to say the gore in
Spielberg and the grotesque each film is convincing
vision of "The Texas Chain enough to turn even the
Saw Massacre's" director

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE
DECEMBER 2004

-#-~~

University Store
Diploma Frame
Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.
$109.95- $179.95

Wednesday, Nov. 3
Thursday, Nov. 4

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive up to $200.00
off on selected gold
rings during the
Senior Salute!

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
inner announcement envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of25.

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements and commencement exercises.

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.
$15

Personalized
Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along with the time and
location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in
packages of 20.

-

Thank \ {lu Notes
Say thank you wilh these
elegant note curds. featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of I0.

ADMISSIONS SERVICES: A representative from Graduate Admissions
will be present to provide infonnation about the Master's Degree programs
and to assist graduates in the application process.

$8.50

CAREER SERVICES: Come learn how to establish a career services file
on-line! Information about resume preparation, interviewing and job search
techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is
important to stay in touch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma fi'ame.

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $29.95

Master's $78.90

Includes sCole

includl'' hood

Accessorie~

Bachelor's
Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

$30

f

$7

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for December
graduates with Stafford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
will be available on that day. A representative will be available until 4 p.m. each
day.
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro •

Phone: 762-4481

Boston Red Sox
kiss 'The Babe'
goodbye
I had received this call before.
It was my older brother wanting to
congratulate me on a series victory,
but the thing was the game wasn't
over yet.
He called me in 2003 when the Red
Sox had a comfortable lead in the
seventh game of the ALCS telling me
the game was over. I was pissed, and
I hung up on him swearing he had
jinxed it. Well, it
might have well
been
Aaron
Boone who called
cause we all know
how that game
ended.
So here it was,
the top of the
ninth and Boston
Ricky Agostin/The Ne.,..,s
on the verge of
Sophomore forward Lacey Latimer dives for the ball, but Austin Peay mJdftelder Erin Mitchell gets the
winning
their
cross over. The Racers scored first on Senior Day, but the Govs scored two unanswered goals to win 2-1.
first
World
Series title since
Nathan
1918. My brother Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
called and for
some reason I
was pretty calm. I even said thanks
Nathan CUnkenbeard or the leadership, but we Theresa (Reedy) because it again as freshman for- both teams are so similar
without the game being over.
were ready. I was ready." of all the goals, but our ward
Jessica
Hosse in their styles of play.
Sports Editor
I had said it ever since Varitek
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
'We could go into our
Before the match, the other seniors have given scored from 15 yards out
shoved hls glove in A-Rod's face
Racers honored five us so much in terms of giving the Governors a 2- game thinking we're playtouch.ing off a mad dash to the end of
Senior Day for the seniors. Reedy, midfield- leadership."
1 lead they would not ing Jacksonville State and
the season by the Bosox. This team
women's soccer team er Jamie Roche, defender
Following the festivi- lose.
then find out the day
was different. I knew Foulke would
began Sunday on a h.igh Erin Blackman, defender ties, the women got off to
The team is finished before that we're playing
come in and close the door against
note but ended on a sour Shauna Kline and mid- a strong start as freshman with OVC play and will SEMO and be just fme,"
the heart of the Cardinals' lineup.
one for senior forward fielder/defender
Jill defender Sara Struve's be the third seed in the Minielli said. "They have
In years past, a three-run lead wasTheresa Reedy and the Hawanchak.
pass found Reedy and she OVC Tournament. This such similar styles of play
n't good enough for the Red Sox. For
Racers.
Head Coach Mike kicked it in for the first equals the highest seed that our preparation
the 2004 Red Sox it was more than
Reedy tied the Murray Minielli knows his young goal of the game. Reedy's the women have ever would be the same for
enough.
, State single-season scor- team could have strug- goal tied former Racer earned in their five-year both teams."
Now Buckner, Torres, Stanley and
mg record with her 13th gled to win games if it Jackie Thomas's record, existence as they earned
Cutchin Field will be
all the goats from series past are forgoal of the season in the was not for his seniors set in 2000.
the same seeding in its the site of the Racers first
given.
second minute of the and the leadership they
Austin Peay bounced inaugural season of 2000. round game against
~ .,.The.. Babe was up ,in heave.n devomgame, but the Racers (7-9- provided.
back with a goal in the
Southeast
Missouri SI!MO, who the Racers
1;-'' iilg toi many hot dog{, driilk.ing a 12-r 1, ~3-1 Ohio Valley Con- , "Our seniors' leader- 29th minute off of a State and Jacksonville beat 1-0 in double overpack and smoking Cuban cigars,
ference) could not hold ship has been the key to penalty kick after the State tied during the reg- time on Oct. 17, at a time
obviously forgetting the playoffs
oo and lost 2-1 to Austin this season," Minielli said. Racers were called for a ular season and OVC offi- to be announced later on
were going on and that Boston was in
Peay (7-9-2, 1-6-1 OVC).
''We rely on a lot of fresh- handball in the penalty cials flipped a coin and Tuesday. The winner will
it.
"We had a lot of fresh- men, and if we don't get area. Senior midfielder set SEMO as the team the take on Eastern Illinois in
Also in heaven, or frozen in a cryomen this year, and we that leadership then I Erin Mitchell kicked the Racers would play.
the semifinals.
genic tank, Ted Williams got the
knew we had to step it don't know if we win any successful penalty kick.
Minielli had no idea as
The women will end
biggest smile on his face because the
up," Reedy said. "No one games this year. All the
Only three minutes of Monday who h.is team their regular season today
Curse is dead, along with half of thought we had the talent attention has been around later, Austin Peay was at would be playing but said at 4 p.m. against IUPUI.
Boston.
I became a Red Sox fan because of
Nomar Garciaparra, and watching
the Sox win was weird because
Nomar wasn't there. Don't get me
wrong, it felt good, but Nomar would BobHengge
Turner said he played
the Week as he piled up
have been there celebrating if he Staff Writer
pain-free for the first time
seven solo tackles, a sack
wasn't such a selfish baby.
and a blocked punt, which
since injuring h.is ribs in a
bhengge@thenews.org
So much of me was excited the Sox
game against Tennessee
was his fourth blocked
finally won, but a part of me was sad
After defeating South- kick of the season, in an
Tech on Sept. 25.
because my favorite player was not east Missouri last week in EKU victory.
"Normally, I don't like
there to taste it.
to play in the rain, but
the muddy trenches of
Despite
outgammg
What are Red Sox fans going to do Roy Stewart Stadium, the Vanderbilt by nearly 100
today it didn't bother
now? They are going to be able to die Racers will continue its yards last Saturday, the
me," Turner said. "It's
in peace now, knowing their beloved
Ohio Valley Conference Colonels lost 19-7.
taken a bunch of work to
team won the World Series. Boston
get back to the point
schedule at 2 p.m Satur·
The team possesses a
won the first World Series and now
day at Eastern Kentucky.
where I could play at the
well-balanced attack, led
they have won the lOOth. No one
top of my game. I'm still a
Eastern comes into the offensively by quarterthought it could be done, except a
battle with a record of 3-1 back Josh Greco and on
little sore, but today I didbunch of so-called idiots wearing the
in OVC play, and an over- the ground by running
n't have to take a direct
word Boston across their chest.
all mark of 3-4. Despite back C.J. Hudson.
shot."
Maybe we were all idiots for
non-conference struggles,
Head Coach Joe PanA solid running attack
believing in a curse, and I know for a
the Colonels come into nunzio said his team will
will be needed this weekfact I would have felt like an idiot play as a very legitimate have to overcome an
end to combat the senior
after typing or even thinking the contender for the OVC inability to win games
laden EKU defense that
three words you're about to see regular season crown.
away from the friendly
has been stingy against
describing the 2004 Boston Red Sox:
Led on the defensive confines of Stewart Stadithe
run all season long.
Michael Mclaurine/The News
World Series Champions.
side of the ball by senior um.
The two teams, both of
Sophomore running back Chad 'Tank' Cook
Damn, that feels good.
safety Pierre Wright, the
whom are founding mem''It's like we're two difColonels will look to slow ferent teams: one here at fights off a SEMO defender in the Racers 28-13 bers of the OVC, have
down a Murray State run- Roy Stewart Stadium and victory Saturday. Cook ran 22 times for 101 yards. met every year since 1945.
ning game that produced one on the road," Pannun- while winning 4-of-4 at 167 yards on 25 carries,
The Saturday showfor the third time this sea- zio said. "I don't know if home.
and sophomore Chad down will be the 64th
son a pair of 100-yard it's a mind-set or what,
The Racer offense has "Tank" Cook, 101 yards on meeting in the teams' hisrushers.
but we're going to figure been consistent in past 22 carries, allowed the tory, with the Racers
Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports ediWright, from Winter it out."
weeks because of a potent Racers to control the going 24-35-4 against the
tor of The Murray State News, e-mail Haven, Fla., was named IThe team has posted a running attack. Junior clock and dominate the Colonels in those conhim at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
AA defensive Player of 0-4 record on the road, Nick Turner, who ran for battle of field position.
tests.

Coach credits seniors for success

. The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Preseason
Detroit at Minnesota
Saturday: CBS 12 @ 11:30 p.m.
College Football
Tennessee at South Carolina

(

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Bengals at Titans
Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
49ers at Bears

Murray State Events
Friday: Soccer @ 4 p.m.
Pike High School
Murray St. at IUPUI

Saturday: Football @ 2 p.m.
Roy Kidd Stadium
Murray St. at Eastern Kentucky

Friday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
Tennessee Tech at Murray St.

Saturday: Volleyball @ 2 p.m.
Racer Arena
Austin Peay at Murray St.

,.•. The Murray State News
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Volleyball extends losing streak to 6 matches
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtept>@thenews.org

~

The women's volleyball
team lost Tuesday at
Southern Illinois increasing its season-high losing
streak to six.
Game scores were 3020, 30-26 and 30-20.
The Racers (4-13, 1-9
Ohio Valley Conference)
were lead by senior setter
Casandra Ersel, who finished with 29 assists and
two service aces.
Sophomore outside hitter Allison Hunt totaled
15 kills.
Sophomore outside hitter Holly Jansen led the
team defensively with
five blocks.
The
Racers
have
switched around the lineup multiple times and are
starting to adjust to the
new one.
"We've been changing
the lineup throughout the
season, but our chemistry
is still good," Ersel said.

"Our season has been up
and down and we're just
now getting used to the
most recent one."
The Racers played Saturday against Southeast
Missouri State and had
late leads in all three
games but came away
empty handed, losing all
three.
The team recovered
from an early deficit to
take a 28-26 lead in the
first game, but ended up
losing 33-31.
Despite falling behind
19-16 in game two, the
Racers rallied to take a
25-21 lead. SEMO won
nine of the next 11 points
to take the second game
30-27.
The Racers had game
point on SEMO in game
three but SEMO reeled
off the next four points to
win the game 31-29 and
shutout Murray State.
Sophomore
middle
blocker Katie Kemezys
finished the match with 13
kills.

Hunt also fmished with
I ll kills and Ersel had 37

Michael Mclaurine/7he News

Kimberly Dunnage, senior from Albion, IlL, goes
up for a hit against SEMO. The Racers lost to
SEMO, Southern Illinois and Eastern lliinois, and
today at 7 p.m. take on Tennessee Tech.
Senior outside bitter in points per game,
Kimberly
Bunnage, totaled U kills and served
ranked sixth in the OVC up five aces.

assists.
Head Coach David
Schwepker, is positive
about the team and its
effort.
"Today, every game, we
got out there and played
our best," Schwepker
said. "We gave a tremendous effort."
Friday, the Racers hosted Eastern Illinois, a team
undefeated in the OVC.
The Panthers bad no
problem on the road
defeating the Racers 3028, 30-15 and 30-20.
Bunnage led the team
defensively with a matchhigh 20 digs and offensively, with 12 kills.
Ersel finished with 33
assists. Hunt totaled nine
kills and three service
aces.
Murray State is in the
midst of a six-match losing streak and look to
rebound at 7 p.m. today in
Racer Arena against Tennessee Tech.

,.Rowers reel in competition; take first place in all 7 races
:~ Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor

ROWER'S
SHOES

• , brenfro@thenews.org

Rowing, rowing, gone! The women and
men's rowing teams came out shining, as
they overpowered Vanderbilt University in
all seven races Saturday at Kentucky Lake.
The Racers challenged Vanderbilt in a dual
meet, competing not only against the Commodores, but the rain as well.
Senior Anna Grout rowed in the varsity
eight and varsity four races.
dOverall the weekend went well considering the awful weather," Grout said. "The rf!in
was bad, but it worked out because the water
· was smooth."
Vanderbilt is a club team with a program
as big as Murray State's. :m
..,.... rm>
The Murray: State women's Head Coach
Bill McLean says club teams tend to have
smaller boats, which helps in races.
"I really expected Vanderbilt to be better
'
in general," McLean said. "I think our teams
could have won by even more than we did."
Murray State fmished the varsity eight
race in 5 minutes, 12.6 seconds, beating Vanderbilt by 6.7 seconds.
Meanwhile in the varsity four race, the
Racers took first and second place. Murray
State "A" boat completed the race in 6:14.3,
followed closely by the Racers "B" at 6:24.8.
Vanderbilt's "A" and "B" teams fmished third
and fourth, with Vanderbilt "A" at 6:42.3 and
Vanderbilt ·~s" at 6:55.
Winning by 52.5 seconds, the Racers captured the novice eight race finishing at 5:50.
The Vanderbilt "A" team fmished at 6:425,
" and Vanderbilt "B'' finished at 6:49.1.
Once again in the novice fours race, MurcJ ray State "A" won in 6:29.7. Vanderbilt "A"
came in only one second before Murray
State "B" which finished at 7:01.7.
Although the Racers won every race
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against Vanderbilt, there were aspects on
which the team needs to work said McLean.
"In the future we need to get in front early
and put the nail in the coffin," McLean said.
"Saturday we were a little complacent and
waited too long to create a lead."
The rowing tean1 practices for about two
hours a day on the water. The novice team,
which consists of fJ.Tst years rowers has separate practices from the varsity team, who
has more experience in the boat.
"Right now we are trying to get as much
water time as possible because it's in season," Grout said. "In the winter we start
training inside to prepare for the spring season."
A big part of rowing comes from communication in the boats during races. The
coxswain, who steers the boat acts as the onwater coach and strategist for the crew.
Grout said teamwork is essential to achieving in rowing.
"You have to the keep power up with pos-

..

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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itive talk and support each other throughout
the entire race," Grout said.
The Murray State men's club rowing team
defeated Vanderbilt in three races.
In varsity fours, Murray State won at 5:49.3
while Vanderbilt finished close behind at
5:55.4. The Racers also took both the novice
eight and novice four races, leaving Vanderbilt behind.
"The men's varsity team needs to build
more cardiovascular fitness." McLean said.
"By the end of the race they were exhausted,
and we need to work on that."
McLean said the novice teams did a great
job, especially based on the little amount of
training it has done.
The Racers next competition is tomorrow
at the Head of Tennessee in Knoxville.
"This is the fJ.Tst of two big weekends for
us," McLean said. "This weekend is smaller
scale with good programs, and next weekend
we compete in the largest race in the South
with just under 5,000 competitors."

Turkeys always seem to bring out
the best and worst in a hunter. After
days of chasing, sickness can ensue.
Mter last weekend, which was the
opening weekend of the fall shotgun
season for turkeys, I have a sickness.
A real one. Ask my buddies and they'll
tell. you I could barely talk at the
beginning of the week.
I can honestly blame this on
turkeys. Last Saturday, my Dad, my
fiancee, Michelle, and I were greeted
with high winds and pouring rain.
We were given
a golden opportunity at seven
big
gobblers
picking in a pasture, and when
we were presented with a shot,
everyone made
good - except
me. Michelle and
Dad both had
nice, long-bearded toms to show
Will
for their efforts. I
Brantley
had two empty
shotgun hulls, a Outdoor columnist
couple of clipped
feathers, a bruised ego and wet britches to show for mine.
But, I'm not one to give in easily.
After pitching in and helping to clean
their turkeys, I again beaded for the
woods. My throat was feeling a little
scratchy, and Michelle even suggested I wait until next morning to keep
from getting sick. Her suggestion fell
on deaf ears though, and a half-hour
later found me in the woods, eyeing
another flock of turkeys as they fed
through a holler and into a field.
There were four or five gobblers in
the flock, along with a dozen or so
hens and young birds. I was determined to leave with a longbeard.
That's when the best came out in
me. I crept to within 50 yards of the
feeding turkeys on my belly through
. an :pU<Ie-deep swamp.
·" I WJ~tc~ed the turkeys, ana considered trymg to scatter them and call
the stragglers back. However, there
was a river close by, and it was late
evening. I was afraid that if I did scatter them, they'd fly across the river
and reassemble there. I knew I'd have
to make a stalk to kill one of them.
The turkeys finally fed into a low
swale in the field surrounded by tall
grass. I belly crawled as quickly as I
could across the field, and was able to
get within 30 yards of the birds. When
a gobbler craned his red head up to
investigate the noise I'd made, I hammered him. My first fall gobbler was a
hefty 2-year-old with a thick beard.
Now, even though I've got a pretty
serious cold and a really sore throat, I
can't help but smile when I think
about the cause. Hopefully, this won't
be my last case of turkey fever.
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Rifle
team
continues
OVC
play
.
with victories against Morehead
Ryan Grot he
Staff Writer
rgrothe@thenews.urg

Going into Saturday's dual
match with Austin Pcay, the
rifle team secured 3 out of 5
first-place finishes, losing
only to Jacksonville State.
Murray State is coming
off its winning scores
against Morehead State,
marked last Saturday at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range in Roy
Stewart Stadium. Murray
State Gold scored 4605 out
of a possible 4800 points,
while the Blue team posted
4592 points. Morehead State
men's team had 4423, and
the Morehead State women's team had 4305 points.
"The close scores of both
of our teams just shows that
we have eight really good
shooters this year," Head

Coach Ann Proctor said.
said. "(Riflery) is 80 perThe Racers were led by cent mental and 20 percent
freshman Cameron Hicks physicaL"
who scored 583 out of 600
The reigning OVC champossible points in smallborc pions seem to be psychologand 582 out of 600 in the air ically assisting one another
rifle competition.
· well.
Murray State rifle alumna,
"The team really helps
Olympian and Hicks's sister each other out a lot in that
Morgan has been helping aspect of the sport," Proctor
the team this season.
said. "It is so important to
"(Morgan) is ' there a Jot everyone's performance."
helping the team," Hicks
For the Murray State
said. "But we do the sibling Gold, sophomore justin
thing and give each other a Sparks posted 572 points in
hard time whenever we smallbore and 580 in air
can."
rifle. Sophomore Josiah
Hicks said with four days Brooks had a 578 in smalla week of practice, the team bore and including a perfect
is improving. Though it is 200 in the prone position
more of an individual sport, had a 562 in air rifle. Sophoteammates support one more Brandy Boucherie put
another, helping each other up 562 in the smallbore,
technically and mentally.
while second-team All"The biggest part of it is American senior Robert
your state of mind," Hicks Purdy totaled a match-high

Michael Md.aurine/Tht• News

Sophomore Josiah Brooks, from Creston, Wash., fires at a target against Mo rehead
State Saturday. Brooks helped the Gold team to a win against the visiting Eagles.
586 in the air rifle.
behind with a combined
Freshman Dan Bclluzzo score of 1151. and senior
led the Murray State Blue . Mike Gardner posted an
team with an aggregate aggregate score of 1132.
score of 1152. Junior Alex Boucherie posted a 574 in
Culbertson
was
close the air rifle.

Hicks and Purdy tied for a
match-high 582 in the smallbore.
Murray State will travel to
Austin Peay for a dual
match at 10 a.m. Saturday.
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Closing the gap:
Cross country teams set to travel to UT-Martin for OVC Championships
Stephanie Zeller

Centralia, Ill., is helping to coach
the team as well as senior Tim
Bradley, who is injured and
unable to race.
"They arc still in the process of
intervie wing candidates for a
coaching position," said junior
Megan Rainville.
Saturday, the women competed
against SEMO and UT-Martin.
The women ran a 5 kilometer
race. Two Murray State women
placed in the top 10. Junior Lindsey Nee ly Jed the team in seventh
place and following behind her
was junior Lauren Wilson, who
placed lOth overall.
"This was one of the worst
races for me.'' Wilson said. "I've
been injured this whole season.''
The finishes of the top-five run-

Contributing Writer
Preparing for the Ohio Valley
Co nfere nce Chnmpionship, the
Murray State cross country team
competed in the Southeast Missouri State Invitational in Cape
Girarde au, Mo., Saturday.
'
Despite problems the team
faced this season. the members of
the track team have learned to
cope and stay strong, allo·wing the
team to survive.
• Since the departure of former
Head Coach Norbert Elliot, the
Racers have relied upon the guid ance of former Head Coach Bob
Doty, who was the track and fie ld
coac h three years ago. Greg
Sto1 m, graduate nssistant fro m

ncrs must complete the race, but
only four Racers made it to the
finish line.
"We took five men over there,
but one had a leg cramp," said
Doty.
Doty said it has been difficult to
find people to race, and the lack of
scholarship money caused the
team to loose many valuable
members. Wilson said there are
only four female runners and one
male runner for cross country
actually on the team. The other
runners, from the track and field
team, are sprinters, throwers and
pole vaulters.
"This year we've been struggling physically and mentally,"
Wilson said.
In the beginning of the season.

nl!rs of each team a rc added
together to determine the ftnal
score for each team. SEMO won
first place, Murray State took second and UT- Martin placed third.
"The times were really slow this
year," Rainville said. "The No. 1
girl finished within 19 minutes.''
SEMO had women place in the
top six. Taking ftrst place was
junior )en Caywood, with a time
of19 minutes and 15 seconds.
Rainville said a 5 kilometer race
should take runners about 17 or 18
minutes to complete, but with the
course wet from rain, the runners
were slower than usual.
The Murray State men raced
against SEMO, Memphis, and UTMartin in a 8 kilometer race. To
be counted in the score, five run-

the team worked on each runner's
distance, but now the team is
focusing on speed work. With
speed work, the members run a
certain distance then increase
their distance. The distance is
then gradually decreased back to
the original distance to help the
members run faster races. Speed
work for the racers began last
week, which will help drop the
runners' times and give them an
advantage at the OVC championship.
"We should have six or seven
men running," Doty said. "We're
hoping everyone of them will finish."
The Racer cross country team
will travel to Martin, Tenn., Satur·
day for the OVC Championships.
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Season Record:
(58~44)

Last Week:
(9-5)
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Childers
Editor in Chief

Grothe

Season Record:
(63-39)
Last Week:
(8-6)

Season Record:
(58-44)
Last Week:
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Staff Writer

Jacksonville @) I Iouslon
Detroit @ Dallas

Arizon3 (a' Bumtlo
Baltimore @! Philadelphi3

Green Bay ~l) vVashington
Cincinnati (uJ '"tennessee
NY. Giants (trJ Minnesota
Indianapolis (a l Kansas City

u

u

Carolina @ Seattle
Atlanta [v Denver
Oakland

(<~

San Diego

New England @J Pittsburgh
San Francisco (c!l Chicago
~~iami

(Q>N.Y Jets

F .

Dan
Tepe
Staff Writer~
Season Record:·:·
(56-46)
Last Week:
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(9-S)

